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the film is directed by famous filmmaker shoojit sircar, whose other notable works include dev.d,
naseeb, and tacie & tuscie, and is produced by maask, which has been a tv channel on the star india
network for almost 10 years. the crime drama, set in chicago, features appearances by a number of
well-known bollywood stars, including actor atul kulkarni, who also plays the part of a detective. the

film, largely in english, was made in india at a budget of about $1 million, using a combination of
mostly established bollywood stars and chicago-based professionals for the roles. the film is based
on the true story of a real fake cop named 'van nair,' who impersonated a police inspector for a few

years. while it is true that chaalis chauraasi is a colourful film, with beautiful women from all walks of
life, i still feel that the film could have perhaps been more like ek thi daayan by anurag kashyap. the
film could have been characterised with a heart wrenching message. for instance it could have been

a bhavishya(mission) movie. in an event like happy new year, the police is there to ensure that
people are not killed, maimed or robbed. happy new year is also a very bhavishya (mission) movie
and to an extent pardes also proves to be one. one that sets right the wrongs. one with a message
to spread. one that teaches people not to jump to conclusions. one that teaches us to empathise
with each others problems, and to realise that the person beside us may be yourself. bhavishya

movies may not have mass appeal. but there are certain films that stand apart from the crowd and
give a glimpse of humanity and the hope for better lives.
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hassan has used the same powerful and melodious voice that he used in his song for the
movie. this song is not only a super hit in pakistan but is also popular in india too. and
people are curious to see how the chaalis chauraasi movie. all the stars are signed up

for this movie. there are 4 songs in the movie. the first song is the title song of the
movie, an old song of hassan's. the second song is the 'love and romance' song, with

hriday shetty singing and the third song is hassan's singing of the 'hawa hawa' which is
remixed and re-sung. the last song is a song called 'good bye good bye' which is sung by

zeb bangash. and all the music is composed by zeb bangash. the background music is
also composed by the same zeb bangash. the cast of chaalis chauraasi includes hriday

shetty, sanam baloch, tariq siddiqui, salman shahid, farhan ali agha and arsalan ahmed.
the main cast of the movie is hriday shetty as the inspector chacha, sanam baloch as

the innocence/college girl, tariq siddiqui as the thief, salman shahid as the thief's
partner, farhan ali agha as the small time thief and arsalan ahmed as the inspector. i

have to thank my friend hriday shetty and his wife, satvik, for their support and
encouragement. hriday is the producer of chaalis chauraasi. the film is a true retelling of
a real life incident of the night patrolling of cops in mumbai. shweta bharadwaj, kay kay

menon, atul kulkarni, naseeruddin shah, ravi kishan, bhojpuri superstar ravi kishan,
bollywood veteran naseeruddin shah and akshay kumar in chaalis chauraasi. photo:

khelen bhojnagarwala 5ec8ef588b
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